We present a detailed analysis of 317 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7 star-forming galaxies from the Keck Baryonic Structure Survey (KBSS). Using complementary spectroscopic observations with Keck/LRIS and Keck/MOSFIRE, as well as spectral energy distribution (SED) fits to broadband photometry, we examine the joint rest-UV and rest-optical properties of the same galaxies, including stellar and nebular dust attenuation, metallicity, and star formation rate (SFR). The inferred parameters of the stellar population (reddening, age, SFR, and stellar mass) are strongly dependent on the details of the assumed stellar population model and attenuation curve. Nebular reddening is generally larger than continuum reddening, but with large scatter. Compared to local galaxies, high-redshift galaxies have lower gas-phase metallicities (and/or higher nebular excitation) at fixed nebular reddening, and higher nebular reddening at fixed stellar mass, consistent with gas fractions that increase with redshift. We find that continuum reddening is more strongly correlated than nebular reddening with 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 ; this may reflect the dependence of both continuum reddening and O3N2 on the ionizing radiation field produced by the massive stars. Finally, we show that SFRs estimated from the attenuation-corrected Hα luminosities are systematically lower than those estimated from the UV continuum, when plausible spectral synthesis models and attenuation curves are assumed.
INTRODUCTION
It is well-established that much of the stellar mass in the universe formed at z > 1 and that star-forming systems dominate the galaxy population at this epoch (Madau & Dickinson 2014) . Constraining details of the cosmic star formation rate evolution has long been a focus of extragalactic astrophysics, but it is a complex issue, as estimates of star formation rate (SFR) are subject to uncertainties in a wide variety of parameters, including dust attenuation corrections, the timescale of the current episode of star formation, the ionizing photon production rate (used to estimate SFRs from Hα luminosities), and the assumed stellar initial mass function (IMF).
In order to recover the intrinsic SFR of a galaxy, one must first determine the effect of dust obscuration on the observations used to measure it. Although the general consensus is that the nebular reddening E(B − V ) neb should be used to correct emission lines and the continuum reddening E(B − V ) cont should be used to correct the continuum, the relationship between these two quantities remains uncertain at high redshift, as both values depend on the details of the assumed massive stellar poprtheios@astro.caltech.edu * The data presented in this paper were obtained at the W.M. Keck Observatory, which is operated as a scientific partnership among the California Institute of Technology, the University of California, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The Observatory was made possible by the generous financial support of the W.M. Keck Foundation.
ulations.
Attenuation affecting the far-UV stellar continuum has been estimated using a variety of methods, including the so-called IRX-β relation, where the UV continuum slope β is compared to the ratio L IR /L UV (IRX; Calzetti et al. 1994; Meurer et al. 1999; Adelberger & Steidel 2000; Reddy et al. 2006 Reddy et al. , 2010 Buat et al. 2011; Reddy et al. 2012a,b) ; SFR comparisons (Erb et al. 2006a; Daddi et al. 2007; Reddy et al. 2010 Reddy et al. , 2012b ; SED fitting to broad-and medium-band photometry using stellar population synthesis (SPS) models (Kriek & Conroy 2013; Reddy et al. 2015) , and many more. At high redshift, the UV slope has been shown to be a reasonable proxy for dust attenuation on average (e.g. Reddy et al. 2006; Daddi et al. 2007; Reddy et al. 2010 Reddy et al. , 2012a and is arguably the most commonly used measure, although it is also sensitive to the stellar population age, metallicity, star formation history, IMF, and binarity , and references therein).
The standard method for measuring dust attenuation towards star-forming regions in local galaxies involves comparing the Balmer decrement (BD)-the observed ratio I(Hα)/I(Hβ)-to the intrinsic value expected with no nebular reddening, I(Hα)/I(Hβ) = 2.86 for T e = 10000 K and Case B recombination (Osterbrock 1989) . At z > 1, Hα and Hβ are redshifted to near-IR wavelengths, where observations have historically been more difficult to obtain than in the optical. In recent years, with the advances made by slitless and multiobject near-IR spectrographs on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and 8-10 m class ground-based telescopes, it has become feasible to measure the Balmer decrement directly for large samples of galaxies at intermediate and high redshift (e.g. Price et al. 2014; Reddy et al. 2015; Nelson et al. 2016; Strom et al. 2017b) .
There is an extensive body of literature comparing E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) cont (e.g. Calzetti et al. 2000; Kashino et al. 2013; Price et al. 2014; Reddy et al. 2015; Shivaei et al. 2016 ), but their conclusions often conflict. Calzetti et al. (2000) found that in nearby starburst galaxies, attenuation is higher towards starforming regions, and on average E(B − V ) neb = 2.27E(B − V ) cont , where E(B − V ) cont is derived using the Calzetti et al. (2000) starburst attenuation relation, and E(B − V ) neb assumes a line-of-sight relation such as the Galactic extinction curve of Cardelli et al. (1989) 2 . At intermediate and high redshift (z ∼ 1.5 − 3), some studies have found that reddening is higher towards star-forming regions relative to the older stellar populations, where both the nebulae and the stellar continuum are assumed to be reddened using attenuation curves established at low redshift (e.g. Kashino et al. 2013; Price et al. 2014; Reddy et al. 2015) . Other studies have found that the assumption E(B − V ) neb ≈ E(B − V ) cont is sufficient to produce consistent SFRs between observations of Hα and X-ray, mid-IR, and far-IR observations of similarly selected galaxies at z ∼ 2 (Reddy & Steidel 2004; Erb et al. 2006a; Reddy et al. 2006; Daddi et al. 2007; Reddy et al. 2010 Reddy et al. , 2012a .
Many subsequent studies have used E(B − V ) cont as a proxy for E(B − V ) neb when direct measurements are not available. However, Steidel et al. (2014) noted that the translation between E(B − V ) cont and E(B − V ) neb given by Calzetti et al. (2000) is often misinterpreted to mean that the attenuation in magnitudes of an Hα photon is a factor of 2.27 higher than a continuum photon at the same wavelength. In fact, the equation E(B − V ) neb = 2.27E(B − V ) cont is predicated on the assumption that E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) cont refer to different attenuation relations, both of which are uncertain at high redshift.
Even after the appropriate dust correction has been determined, measurement of the intrinsic SFR of a galaxy depends on other parameters in a potentially complex manner. It is well-known that estimates of SFR for individual galaxies using different indicators can vary widely, particularly for the dustiest galaxies with L bol 10 12 L ⊙ for which UV color-based methods systematically underpredict the SFR (e.g. Reddy et al. 2012b) . Similarly, estimates of SFR may differ due to the timescale over which indicators are sensitive: Hα luminosity is sensitive only to the stars producing significant numbers of ionizing photons, while the FUV continuum (1000-2000Å) may have significant contributions from stars with lifetimes up to ∼ 100 Myr. In detail, converting an observation of Hα luminosity or UV continuum slope to an SFR both depend on the timescale of the current episode of star formation and the star formation history (SFH) over the preceding ∼ 100 Myr.
Perhaps more importantly, estimates of the SFR de- pend on the nature of the population of massive stars that dominates the EUV and FUV light. Recent studies (e.g., Steidel et al. 2016 ) have indicated that developments in our understanding of massive stars, such as the significant role of binary evolution, may lead to revised estimates of galaxy SFRs at high redshift. For the BPASSv2.1 models (Eldridge et al. 2017) used in this paper, the Hα luminosity per unit solar mass of stars formed per year is larger by a factor of ∼ 2 (once differences in IMF have been accounted for) compared to the canonical conversion often used in the literature (Kennicutt 1998; Kennicutt & Evans 2012) . The canonical values are based on modeling of solar-metallicity nebulae that are likely appropriate for most z ∼ 0 galaxies; however, the ISM conditions at z ∼ 2 are quite different, characterized by lower gas-phase metallicities than z ∼ 0 galaxies at fixed stellar mass and harder ionizing radiation fields (Strom et al. 2017b ). Thus, comparing SFRs estimated from Hα luminosity, dust-corrected using the Balmer decrement, to those estimated from the UV stellar continuum, dust-corrected using the UV continuum slope, can yield important insights into the nature of star formation at high redshift. In this paper we analyze a sample of 317 galaxies with 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7 observed as part of the Keck Baryonic Structure Survey (KBSS; Rudie et al. 2012; Steidel et al. 2014; Strom et al. 2017b) , with high-quality near-IR spectra from Keck/MOSFIRE (McLean et al. 2012) together with deep optical spectra obtained with Keck/LRIS (Oke et al. 1995; Steidel et al. 2004 ), providing complementary rest-frame optical and rest-frame UV spectra of the same objects. KBSS is a large, targeted spectroscopic survey designed to jointly probe galaxies and the surrounding intergalactic medium (IGM) and circumgalactic medium (CGM) at the peak epoch of galaxy assembly, z ∼ 2 − 3. The redshift range 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7 is ideal for ground-based observations due to the fortuitous placement of nebular emission lines with respect to atmospheric transmission windows. Additionally, at 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7, the FUV portion of galaxy spectra falls above the atmospheric cutoff near 3100Å. Thus, this redshift range uniquely provides access to both the stellar FUV continuum and nebular emission lines, making it possible to directly compare stellar and nebular measures of reddening and star formation. Finally, the availability of strong nebular emission lines in this redshift range allows us to estimate gas-phase oxygen abundance using strong-line methods, and compare it to stellar mass (M * ), SFR, and dust reddening.
Throughout the paper, we adopt a ΛCDM cosmology with H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω Λ = 0.7, and Ω m = 0.3. Conversion relative to solar metallicity assumes Z ⊙ = 0.0142 (where Z is the fraction of metals by mass), as in Asplund et al. (2009) . Specific spectral features are referred to using their vacuum wavelengths, and magnitudes are given in the AB system. Steidel et al. (2014) and Strom et al. (2017b) . Of particular importance for the purposes of this paper is the issue of cross-band calibration-correcting emission line fluxes for relative slit losses so that the ratios of lines observed in different spectral bands are accurate. This cross-calibration is necessary for analyses involving the Balmer decrement, as Hβ falls in H band and Hα in K band for galaxies over the redshift range of interest for this study, 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7. The method used to estimate slit losses is described in detail by Strom et al. (2017b) . In brief, the cross-calibration combines separate observations of the same objects on independent slit masks with observations of a bright star placed on each mask in order to correct for slit losses for each object in each observed band.
LRIS observations
Optical (rest-UV) spectra of KBSS galaxies were obtained with Keck/LRIS. LRIS observations in the KBSS survey fields have been obtained over the course of the past decade, and include observations with a variety of wavelength coverage, signal to noise ratio, and spectral resolution (for details, see Shapley et al. 2005; Steidel et al. 2010; Reddy et al. 2012b; Steidel et al. 2016) . We used observations with the blue channel of LRIS (LRIS-B), using both the 600 line/mm grism, which achieves a resolving power of R ∼ 1400 and covers the wavelength range 3300−5600Å, and the 400 line/mm grism, which achieves R ∼ 800, covers 3100−6200Å, and is optimized for the highest throughput at wavelengths ≤ 4000Å.
We stack the spectra in bins of selected galaxy properties (see Section 5.1 for details). For the stacking analysis, the spectra were interpolated onto a common rest wavelength scale of 0.35Å/pixel and averaged without weighting; the rest wavelength range 1100 ≤ λ 0 ≤ 1700 A was used for fitting. To test that the relative flux calibration of the LRIS spectra was consistent with the photometry, we generated composite spectra in bins of E(B − V ) (as inferred from SED fits to broadband photometry of individual objects), and fit stellar spectral synthesis models to the composites to infer a continuum E(B − V ). The two measures of continuum reddening are comparable.
Sample statistics
The full KBSS sample consists of 2844 galaxies with spectroscopically confirmed redshifts in the range 1.5 z 3.5, 2345 of which have existing rest-frame UV spectra from Keck/LRIS-B. As of 2016 December 1, the near-IR portion of KBSS consists of 1103 galaxies with nebular redshifts obtained from Keck/MOSFIRE. Table 1 gives an overview of the galaxy samples discussed in this paper. We selected 317 KBSS-MOSFIRE galaxies in the redshift range 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7 with robust detections of both Hα and Hβ (S/N > 3 for the line ratio Hα/Hβ). The motivation for a significance cut on the Balmer decrement is discussed by Strom et al. (2017b) : since attenuation corrections scale nonlinearly with the measured value of the Balmer decrement, relatively small uncertainties in the Balmer decrement can translate to a large uncertainty in quantities that are dust-corrected using the Balmer decrement, such as the SFR. In prac- Calzetti et al. (2000) starburst attenuation relation, the attenuation curve of Reddy et al. (2016a) , the SMC (Gordon et al. 2003) , and the Milky Way extinction curve of Cardelli et al. (1989) . The revised Calzetti et al. (2000) and SMC curves, used in this paper, include an empirical extension to the far-UV, using the method described in Reddy et al. (2016a) .
tice, requiring S/N > 3 in the ratio BD ≡ I(Hα)/I(Hβ), including the relative slit loss uncertainties in H and K, means that S/N > 3 in Hα and Hβ individually.
SED FITTING
3.1. Fitting Procedure Stellar masses, SFRs (hereafter SFR SED ), and continuum color excesses (hereafter E(B − V ) SED ) were estimated for KBSS-MOSFIRE galaxies based on SED fits to broadband photometry in the optical (U n GR), near-IR (J, H, K s , and WFC3-IR F140W and F160W), and mid-IR (Spitzer -Infrared Array Camera 3.6µm and 4.5µm). Prior to the SED fitting, the near-IR photometry was corrected for the emission line contribution from Hα and [O iii] . Details of the photometric data and sample selection are described elsewhere (e.g. Steidel et al. 2004; Reddy et al. 2012b; Steidel et al. 2014 ).
The SED fitting uses reddened "Binary Population and Spectral Synthesis" (BPASSv2.1; Eldridge et al. 2017 ) models assuming a constant star formation history (SFH) and a minimum allowed age of 50 Myr. As discussed by Reddy et al. (2012a) , this minimum age is approximately the central dynamical timescale and is imposed to prevent best-fit solutions with unrealistically young ages. While these galaxies would likely have a rising SFH in reality, we expect the results assuming constant SFHs to be similar (Reddy et al. 2012a) . Rising SFHs will be implemented in a future paper.
The BPASSv2.1 model used for the SED fitting has a stellar metallicity of Z * = 0.002 (Z * /Z ⊙ ≈ 0.14) and binary evolution included. The model we used has a Kroupa-type IMF, with a slope of −2.35 for masses > 1M ⊙ and an upper mass cutoff of 100M ⊙ .
The main feature of the BPASSv2.1 models is the inclusion of massive interacting binary stars, increasing the overall ionizing flux and producing a harder ionizing spectrum for models with continuous star formation histories. This is an improvement over previous models not only because most massive stars are known to be in binaries (Crowther 2007; Sana et al. 2012 ) but because previous studies (e.g. Steidel et al. 2016; Reddy et al. 2016b; Strom et al. 2017b ) have found that these models are better able to simultaneously match the rest-UV stellar continuum and nebular emission lines than single-star models. Additionally, Steidel et al. (2016) noted that an important difference between the continuous star formation BPASSv2.1 models including binary evolution and single-star models such as Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 2014 ) and the single-star BPASS models is that the binary models predict a broad stellar He ii λ1640 emission line (for constant SF models) not present in single-star models. This feature is detected in all our rest-UV composite spectra; see Section 6.
The default BPASSv2.1 models do not include the contribution from the nebular continuum emission. As in Steidel et al. (2016, their Figure 3 ), we calculated this contribution relative to the stellar continuum by using the photoionization models that produced the best matches to the observed nebular spectra. This contribution was then added to the BPASSv2.1 models before fitting them to the data. The effect of including the nebular continuum is to make the total continuum slightly redder than the stellar continuum only, thus requiring slightly lower values of E(B − V ) SED to match the data.
The model SED at each age is redshifted using its measured nebular redshift z neb , reddened from E(B − V ) = 0 − 0.6 in steps of 0.01 (or E(B − V ) = 0 − 0.3 in steps of 0.005 if the SMC attenuation curve is assumed; see below), and attenuated blueward of rest-frame 1216Å for the intergalactic medium (IGM) opacity using Monte Carlo modeling. The best-fit normalization of the model at a given age and reddening step is determined by minimizing χ 2 with respect to the observed photometry, and this normalization determines the SFR and stellar mass. The best-fit combination of age and reddening is then taken to be that which minimizes the overall χ 2 .
3.2. Attenuation curves We fit SEDs to each galaxy using two attenuation curves for the stellar continuum: Calzetti et al. (2000) and SMC. For the nebular emission lines, we assume the Histogram of E(B − V ) SED , SFR SED , and M * for the 317 galaxies with 3σ detections of Hα/Hβ (including the uncertainties on the slit loss corrections in H and K). Here all quantities are derived from a BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.002 model. Quantities derived from SED fits assuming the SMC curve are shown in orange and those assuming Calzetti et al. (2000) are shown in blue. The error bars shown are the characteristic uncertainties on the SED fit parameters discussed in Section 3.3. While the inferred stellar masses are similar within the errors, SMC predicts a lower E(B − V ) SED by 0.13 and a lower SFR SED by 0.50 dex.
Milky Way curve of Cardelli et al. (1989, with R V = 3.1), or SMC for comparison when the continuum attenuation curve is assumed to be SMC.
3 The "SMC" curve used here combines the empirical SMC extinction curve from Gordon et al. (2003, assuming R V = 2.74) with an empirical extension to the far-UV using the method described by Reddy et al. (2016a) . The version of the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve we use here has also been revised to include an extension to the far-UV using the same method. Similarly, we fit SEDs using an attenuation curve that combines the results of Reddy et al. (2015) based on the MOSDEF survey with a new empirical extension to the far-UV described by Reddy et al. (2016a) . The results using this curve are similar to Calzetti et al. (2000) , so for simplicity we discuss only Calzetti et al. (2000) and SMC in this paper. The four curves discussed here are compared in Figure  1 . The original versions of the Calzetti et al. (2000) and SMC curves are shown for reference.
Fit parameters and characteristic uncertainties
3 While the choice of attenuation curve used to correct the stellar continuum has a large effect on the SED-inferred SFRs, it makes very little difference which curve is used to correct nebular emission line ratios, as all the commonly employed curves have a very similar slope and normalization in the optical regime (see Figure 1) . Note however that the Calzetti et al. 2000 curve has a slightly higher normalization. (2000) attenuation. The BPASSv2.1 SED provides a better fit, and BC03 predicts an older age by a factor of 4. Note that nebular continuum is included here for the BPASSv2.1 SED only. −0.041 +0.11 −0.14 Note. -All quoted values are the median fractional difference in dex between the parameters output by the given model and those output by the fiducial model used in this paper, BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.002 Mup = 100M ⊙ . Stellar masses and SFRs have been adjusted to account for the differences in IMF between the BPASS and BC03 models.
We estimated a characteristic uncertainty on the SED fit parameters by choosing a subset of galaxies that spanned the full range of the sample in terms of both the number of photometric points and the photometric uncertainties. We then perturbed each photometric point for each galaxy 100 times within 1σ, and fit SEDs to each perturbation using each of the three attenuation curves. We found that the RMS fractional uncertainties were 0.08 dex for E(B − V ) SED , 0.22 dex for the stellar population age, 0.13 dex for SFR SED , and 0.13 dex for M * . Of the subset of galaxies used in the bootstrap, 2/3 were equally well fit by both Calzetti et al. (2000) and SMC on all 100 iterations within the uncertainty, which we define as the interquartile range of χ 2 for all galaxies in the subsample.
The distributions of E(B − V ) SED , SFR SED , and M * are shown in Figure 2 , for Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation (blue) and SMC (orange). While the inferred stellar masses are consistent within the errors, using SMC results in a lower E(B − V ) SED and SFR SED . On average, E(B − V ) SED inferred for SMC is lower than that inferred for Calzetti et al. (2000) by 0.13, and SFR SED is lower by a factor of 3.3, or 0.5 dex. Note that while SMC in general predicts older ages, the galaxies for which Comparison of BPASSv2.1 SEDs for metallicities Z * = 0.002 and Z * = 0.004. In both panels, the SEDs are unreddened and unredshifted, and the BPASSv2.1 model shown here assumes an upper mass cutoff of 100M ⊙ with nebular continuum not included. The SEDs are compared at three different ages: t = 10 8 yr, t = 10 8.5 yr, and t = 10 9 yr. While the BC03 and BPASS SEDs are similar in the far-UV, the region of the SED that primarily determines the stellar mass and SFR, decreasing the metallicity from Z * = 0.004 to Z * = 0.002 makes a noticeable difference in this region.
SMC provides a better fit are typically those for which the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve predicts a very young age. In Section 3.5, we will define a population of galaxies for which SMC provides the best fit. Figure 3 shows example SED fits for the galaxy Q2343-BX215 (z neb = 2.17). The lefthand panel compares the BPASSv2.1 SED fits assuming Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation (blue) and SMC (orange). The Calzetti et al. (2000) curve gave a lower χ 2 in this case, and while the inferred stellar masses are similar for both curves, SMC predicts an older age and lower SFR.
Comparison to other SPS models
For comparison with our fiducial model, we fit SEDs using the BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.002 binary models with an upper mass cutoff of 300M ⊙ , including nebular continuum. Changing the upper mass cutoff has almost no effect on any of the inferred parameters (see Table 2 ) due to the relative insensitivity of the integrated SED to the most massive stars; the primary difference between the two models is in the (unobservable) EUV spectrum, and thus, the predicted strengths of nebular emission lines. We selected the 100M ⊙ model as our fiducual model because the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve assumes an upper mass IMF cutoff of 100M ⊙ .
We also fit SEDs using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03 ) Z * = 0.004 and Z * = 0.020 models. We find that the χ 2 of the fits using both of these models were similar to those predicted by our fiducial model. A detailed comparison between the four models used for SED fitting is beyond the scope of this work; however, the fractional changes in each fit parameter relative to their BPASSv2.1 100M ⊙ binary model values are given in Table 2 (all assuming Calzetti et al. 2000 attenuation) . Note that the BC03 models do not include the contribution from the nebular continuum. Figure 4 compares the inferred SED fit parameters for the three models discussed in this paper. While the inferred stellar population ages are generally poorly constrained, we note that > 50% of galaxies were best-fit by the minimum imposed age of 50 Myr for both the BPASSv2.1 and BC03 low-metallicity models. Consideration of rising SFHs for the BC03 Z * = 0.004 model did not increase the median best-fit age.
The righthand panel of Figure 3 compares the BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.002 and BC03 Z * = 0.020 SED fits for the galaxy Q2343-BX215, where both models assume Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation. In this case, BPASSv2.1 gave a lower χ 2 . The BC03 model predicts an older age.
The lefthand panel of Figure 5 compares the model SEDs for BPASSv2.1 and BC03 for three choices of stellar population age, where both models assume a metallicity of Z * = 0.004, and nebular continuum is not included for the BPASSv2.1 models. The BPASSv2.1 and BC03 models are similar blueward of the Balmer break at t = 10 8 yr, which is close to the median age predicted by the BC03 Z * = 0.020 models.
The righthand panel of Figure 5 compares BPASSv2.1 model SEDs assuming Z * = 0.002 and Z * = 0.004, again for three choices of stellar population age, and with nebular continuum not included. In the rest-UV and rest-optical part of the SED, the effect of changing the metallicity is even more pronounced than the difference in the two models, and we expect the region around 1500Å to play the largest role in constraining the SFR. Steidel et al. (2016) showed using spectral synthesis model fits to FUV spectra that stellar metallicities Z * ≥ 0.003 are strongly dis-favored for z ∼ 2 galaxies. Since BC03 models in the range Z * = 0.001 − 0.002 are not available, we employ only the BPASSv2.1 models (including nebular continuum) in the remainder of this work. (2000) (blue) and SMC (orange) curves. The SMC curve provides a better fit in this case, and while the inferred stellar masses are similar, SMC predicts an older age and lower SFR.
3.5. Defining an SMC subsample It is clear from Figure 2 that while the use of the SMC curve in SED fitting predicts significantly lower values of SFR SED and E(B − V ) SED than the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve, it is not immediately obvious which curve is the most appropriate for the galaxies in our sample. Although the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve may be adequate for the majority of the sample, there is a small but nonnegligible fraction for which the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve severely overestimates the SFRs (e.g. Reddy et al. 2010) .
To address this problem, we used the χ 2 of the SED fits to define a subsample of galaxies for which SMC is the best fit. There is a significant population of galaxies in the sample for which both curves gave similar fits within the uncertainties, so naively applying SMC whenever it gave the lowest value of χ 2 is likely to overestimate the true fraction of galaxies with an SMC-like attenuation curve. Instead, we selected galaxies from the full sample for which the SMC χ 2 was lower by at least a factor of 1.6. We determined this threshold by boostrapresampling the photometry of a representative subsample of galaxies and re-fitting the SEDs at each iteration; the average χ 2 offset between SMC and Calzetti et al. (2000) for the galaxies that favored SMC on at least 90 out of 100 iterations was a factor of 1.6. This cut resulted in a sample of 50 galaxies out of 317, or 16%. An example SED of one of the galaxies in this sample is shown in Figure 6 .
REST-OPTICAL GALAXY PROPERTIES
4.1. Nebular reddening and Hα SFR Nebular reddening E(B − V ) neb was calculated from BD using the equation where k(Hβ) and k(Hα) are the values of the attenuation curve evaluated at the wavelengths of Hβ and Hα respectively; recall that k(λ) = A λ /E(B − V ). The attenuation at the wavelength of Hα is
assuming Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction, or
assuming SMC extinction. The typical uncertainty on BD, accounting for the errors on the slit corrections in H and K, is 14%. Of the 317 z ∼ 2.3 galaxies studied in this paper, 51 (16% of the sample) have BD < 2.86, the nominal expectation for zero nebular reddening assuming Case B conditions and T e = 10, 000 K. All but 8 of these are consistent with BD = 2.86 within 2σ. Galaxies with BD ≤ 2.86 were assigned E(B − V ) neb = 0. SFRs (hereafter SFR Hα ) were also estimated using the observed Hα recombination line luminosities, corrected for dust extinction using BD assuming a Cardelli et al. (1989) line-of-sight extinction curve with R V = 3.1 (or an SMC extinction curve in cases where SFR Hα was compared to a quantity where continuum attenuation assumes SMC). The lines have been corrected for underlying Balmer absorption based on the best-fit SED models, as detailed by Strom et al. (2017b) .
To determine the appropriate conversion between Hα luminosity and SFR for each galaxy, we calculated the ionizing photon production rate corresponding to the best-fit SED by integrating the SED up to 912Å:
The BPASSv2.1 SEDs are in units of
of star formation, so the expected L Hα per M ⊙ yr −1 of star formation can then be calculated using the equation from Leitherer & Heckman (1995) :
For t = 10 8 yr, assuming an IMF upper mass cutoff of 100M ⊙ :
For comparison, this value is 0.31 dex higher than that of Kennicutt & Evans (2012) , once they have been converted to the same IMF scale. Hα conversion factors for different model assumptions are given in Table 3 . Also given in 3 are SFR calibrations at 1500Å. Although these numbers are not explicitly used in this paper, they are illustrative because SFR SED is primarily sensitive to the non-ionizing UV luminosity, rather than the ionizing photon production rate. This can be seen in the fact that the 1500Å SFR calibrations for the 300M ⊙ and 100M ⊙ BPASSv2.1 models are similar, since the non-ionizing UV luminosity has very limited IMF dependence. Figure 7 shows the distribution of BD, E(B − V ) neb , and SFR Hα , where E(B − V ) neb was calculated from BD assuming a Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve.
Gas-phase oxygen abundances
The values of gas-phase oxygen abundance quoted in this paper are inferred using the O3N2 index Steidel et al. (2014) showed that compared to the N2 index (N2 ≡ log([N ii]λ6585/Hα); Pettini & Pagel 2004) , oxygen abundances measured from the O3N2 index were less affected by bias and scatter relative to direct T e -based measurements of individual KBSS-MOSFIRE galaxies. In this paper, we use the recalibration of O3N2 proposed by Strom et al. (2017b) based on the sample of extragalactic H ii regions compiled by Pilyugin et al. (2012) , with an 0.24 dex offset added to place the T e estimates (based on collisionally excited line ratios) onto the same scale as those measured from recombination lines (Esteban et al. 2014; Steidel et al. 2016) 4 :
12 + log(O/H) O3N2 = 8.80 − 0.20 O3N2.
An important point noted by several authors (e.g. Steidel et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2016; Strom et al. 2017b ) is that the "strong-line" metallicity calibrations established in the local universe may not be accurate at high redshift. The locus of the z ∼ 2.3 KBSS-MOSFIRE sample is offset with respect to SDSS in the log([O iii]λ5008/Hβ) versus log([N ii]λ6585/Hα) (N2-BPT) plane, likely driven by harder ionizing spectra at fixed nebular O/H (Steidel et al. 2014 (Steidel et al. , 2016 Strom et al. 2017b) . Additionally, at high redshift, the strong-line ratios become less sensitive to the ionized gas-phase oxygen abundance and more sensitive to the overall spectral shape of the ionizing radiation field produced by massive stars. In practice, this means that the inference of gas-phase metallicity from the O3N2 index is uncertain at high redshift, since O3N2 also tracks excitation. We continue to use O3N2-based inferences of 12 + log(O/H) in this paper, with the caveat that trends of increasing 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 may also be interpreted as trends of decreasing excitation.
SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS FITTING TO REST-UV
SPECTRA 5.1. Generating the composite rest-UV spectra Composite rest-UV spectra were generated for the subset of 270 galaxies out of 317 with complementary LRIS and MOSFIRE spectra described in Table 1 (hereafter the LRIS+MOSFIRE sample). To generate the composites, the UV spectra were shifted to the rest frame using z neb , and the sample was sorted into three equal-number bins of six quantities: E(B − V ) SED , E(B − V ) neb , 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 , M * , SFR Hα , and SFR SED . The spectra were then spline-interpolated onto a rest wavelength scale of 0.35Å/pixel, and two positive and negative extrema (four points total) were rejected at each dispersion pixel. The composite spectra were generated by normalizing each spectrum by the median flux density in the range 1400 − 1500Å and averaging without weighting. The error spectra were generated by a bootstrap technique similar to that described by Trainor et al. (2015) ; over 1000 iterations, random spectra were drawn with replacement (the same number of spectra as in the bin) and stacked.
Outlier rejection was performed on the bootstrap spectra in the same manner as the data. The standard deviation of the values at each pixel over all 1000 iterations was used to define the error spectrum associated with each stack. Thus, the error spectrum encompasses both the observational uncertainties in individual spectra and the intrinsic variation among galaxies in a given stack. The composites were corrected for the mean opacity of the IGM due to neutral hydrogen along the line of sight using measurements from Rudie et al. (2013) , for a source with z = 2.40 (this is close to the mean redshift of the sample; see Table 1 ). Details of this correction are described by Steidel et al. (2016) , but we note that the IGM correction only affects the spectrum shortward of 1216Å.
Spectral synthesis model details
To fit model spectra to the observed data, we used the far-UV spectra generated by the BPASSv2.1 model suite (Eldridge et al. 2017 ) assuming a constant star formation history with an age of 10 8 yr (see Steidel et al. 2016 for details). We considered only models with an upper mass cutoff of 100M ⊙ which include binary evolution, with stellar metallicities Z * = (0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.010, 0.014). The stellar metallicity of the model is allowed to vary independently of the mean metallicity of the gas in the three bins as a means of accounting for non-solar abundance ratios of O relative to Fe, where Z * maps to Fe/H in the stars and Z neb maps to gas-phase O/H (Steidel et al. 2016; Strom et al. 2017a) . As with the SED fitting (Section 3), we self-consistently included the nebular continuum contribution. The model spectra were normalized by the median flux in the range 1400 − 1500Å in order to match the data.
For comparison with the observed spectra, the model spectra were spline-interpolated onto the pixel scale of each composite. We varied only the amount of stellar continuum reddening, which determines the "slope" of the spectrum. The model spectra were reddened with the Calzetti et al. (2000) and SMC attenuation curves, and the continuum color excess E(B − V ) cont was varied over the range 0.000 ≤ E(B − V ) cont ≤ 1.000 in steps of 0.001. Spectral regions corresponding to nebular emission lines and interstellar absorption lines were excluded from fitting (see Steidel et al. 2016 for details). The bestfit combination of Z * and E(B − V ) cont for each spectral synthesis model was determined by computing the total χ 2 , summed over all unmasked pixels. The minimum χ 2 was then compared for each attenuation curve, for each of the six binned quantities. The Calzetti et al. (2000) curve provided the best fit in 15 out of 18 cases and the SMC curve provided a better fit in three cases. Figure 8 shows stacked composite rest-frame UV spectra of the LRIS+MOSFIRE sample, in bins of a)
INFERENCES FROM COMPOSITE REST-UV SPECTRA
) M * , e) SFR Hα , and f) SFR SED , overlaid with the best-fit spectral synthesis models from BPASSv2.1 (blue). For reasons of space, only the fits using the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve are shown. The bins in E(B − V ) SED served as a test case, to ensure that photometric and spectroscopic fitting results were internally consistent. We expect E(B − V ) SED and E(B − V ) cont to be strongly correlated, although the correlation might not be 1:1 due to the fact that the stellar metallicity Calz Z * = 0.001 Figure 9 . Trends between E(B − V )cont as measured from the stacked LRIS spectra shown in Figure 8 and the six binned quantities: E(B − V ) SED , BD (here converted to E(B − V ) neb ), 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 , M * , SFR Hα , and SFR SED . The blue circles correspond to model fits assuming the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve and the orange triangles assume SMC. In both cases, the light-colored points correspond to the spectra best-fit by a Z * = 0.001 model, and the dark-colored points correspond to those best-fit by a Z * = 0.002 model. While E(B − V )cont shows increasing trends with every quantity, the stellar metallicity of the best-fit model is consistently low and is not correlated with any of the binned quantities.
corresponding to E(B − V ) cont is allowed to vary freely, whereas the SED fitting fixes the stellar metallicity at Z * = 0.002 5 . The best-fit values of E(B − V ) cont increase monotonically with increasing E(B − V ) SED as expected and stay very close to the median values of E(B − V ) SED in the bins. Figure 9 shows the trends between E(B − V ) cont and the six binned quantities; there is close to a 1:1 correlation between E(B − V ) SED and E(B − V ) cont , as expected.
We find that all composites are best fit by either a Z * = 0.001 model (Z * /Z ⊙ = 0.07) or a Z * = 0.002 model (Z * /Z ⊙ = 0.14). This is as we might expect based on the analysis from Steidel et al. (2016) which used a similar χ 2 minimization analysis for the "LM1" stack (which contains some of the same galaxy spectra as this sample) and found that models with Z * ≥ 0.003 were strongly dis-favored compared to those with Z * ≤ 0.002. Similarly, Strom et al. (2017b) showed using photoionization modeling that only models with low Z * were able to reproduce the nebular line ratios observed in most individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies.
Since the ages we inferred for the galaxies in our sample are ∼ 50−300 Myr, and the delay timescale for Fe enrichment of the ISM by Type Ia supernovae is ∼ 300 − 400 Myr, the ISM metallicities in these galaxies (and thus the abundances of the massive stars) are likely dominated by core-collape supernovae. Rising star formation histories, which are expected for galaxies during the period of most rapid growth (Reddy et al. 2012a) , can extend the time period over which ISM enrichment remains dominated by core-collapse SNe. Steidel et al. (2016) argued that under these conditons, galaxies can reach near-solar gas-phase O/H while Fe abundance remains low. Our result is consistent with this general picture, where stel- 5 We expect Z * ∼ 0.001 − 0.002; see below. lar metallicity is uniformly low at all values of nebular reddening ( Figure 8b ) and 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 ( Figure  8c ). Figure 9 shows that while E(B − V ) cont is positively correlated with all six binned quantities, the strength of the correlation varies-the weakest trend is with E(B − V ) neb . In the following section, we will explore these relationships for individual galaxies using E(B − V ) SED , which we have argued is an equally good measure of continuum reddening-we shall see that the same general trends still hold.
The strong relationship between Lyman-α line strengths and various properties apparent in Figure 8 will be discussed in a future paper. Figure 10 compares E(B − V ) SED for two choices of continuum attenuation curve to E(B − V ) neb ; E(B − V ) neb is generally larger than E(B − V ) SED , implying greater attenuation of Hα photons compared to continuum photons at the same wavelength. Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients for both curves are given in Table 4 . Most notably, using the SMC curve decreases the inferred E(B − V ) SED compared to the Calzetti et al. (2000) case, increasing the apparent discrepancy between the attenuation affecting the stars and the ionized nebulae.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEBULAR AND CONTINUUM ATTENUATION
The solid lines in Figure 10 represent orthogonal distance regressions fit to the data, which can be used to derive a translation between E(B − V ) SED and E(B − V ) neb , similar to that proposed by Calzetti et al. (2000) . With this sample we find: (2000) attenuation curve and E(B − V ) neb assumes a Cardelli et al. (1989) line-of-sight extinction curve. Right: Both attenuation estimates assume SMC extinction. For both assumed curves, E(B − V ) neb is generally greater than E(B − V ) SED , with large scatter; however, the apparent discrepancy between the two reddening estimates is greater when the SMC curve is assumed. 
0.21 3.7 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 vs. E(B − V ) neb [Cardelli] 0.06 1.1 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 vs. E(B − V ) SED [Calzetti] 0.26 4.2 E(B − V ) neb [Cardelli] vs. M * [Calzetti] 0.23 4.1 SFR Hα [Cardelli] vs. SFR SED [Calzetti] 0 The median scatter about each of the best-fit lines (in the E(B − V ) neb direction) are 0.25 (Calzetti et al. 2000) and 0.19 (SMC). The Calzetti et al. (2000) case is consistent with the equation originally proposed by Calzetti et al. (2000) within the scatter. Figure 11 compares E(B − V ) SED to E(B − V ) neb , where the SMC curve has been applied to both lines and continuum for the "SMC subsample" of 50 galaxies, and the Calzetti et al. (2000) and Cardelli et al. (1989) curves have been applied to the remainder of the sample. As in Section 7, we use an orthogonal distance regression to estimate the average discrepancy between E(B − V ) SED and E(B − V ) neb :
with a scatter of 0.26 around the best-fit line. Thus, the "excess" of nebular reddening relative to continuum reddening that we find for KBSS galaxies is 12% smaller than that reported by Calzetti et al. (2000) for local galaxies. However, there is still large scatter, likely reflecting observational uncertainties in BD.
7.1. Relationship between reddening and gas-phase metallicity One might expect dust attenuation and gas-phase enrichment to be strongly correlated, as metals in the ISM will be depleted onto the same dust grains that attenuate the nebular emission lines-the higher the metal content of the ISM, the more dust grains will be formed (Reddy et al. 2010) . Motivated by this picture, the lefthand panel of Figure 12 compares measurements of E(B − V ) neb to 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 . The lefthand panel of Figure 12 shows, for comparison, low-redshift galaxies from SDSS-DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009 , grayscale contours), selected to have similar detection properties as KBSS-MOSFIRE (see Strom et al. 2017b) . Figure 12 shows that compared to SDSS, the KBSS sample has systematically lower 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 by 0.21 dex on average at a given value of E(B − V ) neb . The righthand panel of Figure 12 Figure 11 . Same as Figure 10 , but where the SMC curve has been applied to the 50 galaxies described in Section 3 (orange), and the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve has been applied to the remainder of the sample (blue). The solid black line is an orthogonal distance regression fit to the data (Equation 10). The discrepancy between E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) SED is similar to that found by Calzetti et al. (2000) . stars), again demonstrating that these quantities on average provide consistent estimates of the stellar continuum reddening.
We observe no statistically significant correlation between 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 and E(B − V ) neb (1.1σ; Table  4 ). However, we do observe a strong correlation between 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 and E(B − V ) SED (3.8σ). This result is in agreement with that of Reddy et al. (2010) , who found that oxygen abundance inferred from the N2 index for a sample of z ∼ 2 galaxies was correlated with continuum dust attenuation (as parameterized by the ratio L IR /L UV ). Reddy et al. (2010) fit a linear relation between 12 + log(O/H) and L IR /L UV , with a scatter of 0.54 dex, including uncertainties in the mass-metallicity relation (Erb et al. 2006a) and in the relation between N2 and oxygen abundance.
7.2.
Relationship between E(B − V ), M * , and SFR The lefthand panel of Figure 13 compares measurements of E(B − V ) neb to M * , where local galaxies from SDSS-DR7 are shown for comparison. The median stellar mass of the KBSS sample is 0.72 dex lower than that of the SDSS sample, and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test revealed that the two samples are drawn from different parent distributions in M * . However, they are consistent with being drawn from the same parent distribution in E(B − V ) neb . Thus, at fixed M * , KBSS galaxies have a greater degree of nebular reddening. If we had instead used the Z * = 0.020 BC03 models, the inferred median M * for the KBSS sample would be shifted up by 0.55 dex; however, it would still be lower than that of the SDSS sample by 0.17 dex, and the distribution would likely be similar (see Figure 4) .
The righthand panel of Figure 13 compares E(B − V ) SED to M * ; while these quantities may be degenerate due to the fact that they are derived from the SED fits, the presence of a correlation is supported by the correlation between E(B − V ) cont and M * (orange stars), which are measured independently. E(B − V ) SED is derived directly from the UV slope, and SFR SED is essentially the normalization of the SED. While the whole spectrum is used for normalization, the matching of the overall shape of the SED is likely to be driven primarily by the shape in the UV. M * is derived directly from SFR SED . E(B − V ) SED is intended to be a measure of the overall dust attenuation affecting the integrated stellar light of the galaxy, but the "UV slope" β is also sensitive to parameters such as age and star formation history, as it is essentially the shape of the spectrum. It may also be the case that these trends are induced (at least in part) by intrinsically redder continuum spectra of the higher-mass galaxies.
SFR COMPARISONS
In this paper, SFRs are estimated from both SED fitting (which is primarily sensitive to the UV continuum) and Hα luminosities. If the correct curve is assumed in both the UV and optical regime and all systematic uncertainties have been accounted for, then these two measures of SFR should agree on average in the case of continuous star formation, if they are probing star formation on the same timescales. Figure 14 compares SFR Hα to SFR SED assuming Calzetti et al. (2000) for the stellar continuum (left) and SMC (right). Also shown in Figure 14 are orthogonal distance regression lines fit to the data. Using Calzetti et al. (2000) results in larger SFR SED relative to SFR Hα by a factor of 2.8 on average. Conversely, using SMC results in consistent SFR Hα and SFR SED on average, albeit with a slope that is greater than 1. Figure 15 compares the distributions of SFR Hα and SFR SED for BPASSv2.1 100M ⊙ Z * = 0.002 binary models, BC03 Z * = 0.004, and BC03 Z * = 0.020. In all cases, the default BPASS IMF has been assumed, and Hα luminosities have been converted to SFRs by integrating the ionizing portion of the best-fit SED, as described in Section 4.1. Compared to BPASSv2.1, the BC03 Z * = 0.004 models predict values of SFR Hα that are 0.20 dex higher on average, but SFR SED is only 0.015 dex higher. Conversely, the BC03 Z * = 0.020 models predict values of SFR Hα that are 0.33 dex higher and values of SFR SED that are 0.22 dex lower.
Similarly, Figure 16 compares SFR SED to SFR Hα for these three choices of SED model. While the two lowermetallicity models both show a significant discrepancy between SFR Hα and SFR SED , the BC03 Z * = 0.020 model produces consistent SFR SED and SFR Hα on average. Figure 17 compares SFR SED and SFR Hα under the assumption that the SMC curve applies to the "SMC subsample" of 50 galaxies defined in Section 3.5, and the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve applies to the remainder of the sample. Using SMC for this subsample does not significantly reduce the offset between SFR SED and SFR Hα shown in Figure 14 ; in Figure 17 they are offset by a factor of 2.64 on average, or 0.42 dex. The fact that this offset is present even when the difference in attenuation curves between galaxies in the sample has been accounted for implies that the offset is not primarily due to incorrect assumptions of attenuation curve. (2000) attenuation. The solid red line represents the locus of SDSS galaxies, determined by the median E(B − V ) neb in bins of M * . The KBSS and SDSS galaxies are consistent with being drawn from the same parent distribution in E(B − V ) neb , but KBSS galaxies are offset to lower stellar masses; thus, the degree of reddening at fixed stellar mass is higher on average in KBSS galaxies. Right: E(B − V ) SED versus M * , where both quantities have been inferred from SED fits assuming a BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.002 continuous star formation model with Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation. The yellow stars represent the median values of E(B − V ) SED in equal-number bins of M * , and the orange stars are measurements of E(B − V )cont from stacks of LRIS spectra in the same bins. Bin limits are shown as black error bars.
9.1. Comparison between nebular and continuum reddening Figure 10 shows that although a correlation exists between the attenuation toward the ionized nebulae and the stellar continuum, there is large scatter. In particular, galaxies with E(B − V ) neb = 0 (which is defined here as BD ≤ 2.86) span the full range of E(B − V ) SED . Similarly, the measurements of E(B − V ) cont for stacked spectra in bins of BD show only a very weak trend, suggesting that nebular reddening is nearly independent of UV continuum reddening.
This relationship between E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) cont is intriguing because previous studies have reached different conclusions. For example, Steidel et al. (2016) found that the best-fit E(B − V ) cont for the LM1 stack was consistent with the median E(B − V ) neb of the individual galaxies contributing to the stack. They suggested that the similarity between these two quanti- (2000) curve results in values of SFR SED that are systematically higher than SFR Hα by a factor of 2.5, whereas using the SMC curve results in consistent SFRs, but with a slope greater than 1.
ties implies that the nebular emission lines are powered by the same massive stars that are responsible for the far-UV continuum, and thus there is not likely to be a significant population of dust-obscured massive stars contributing to the nebular emission line luminosities but not the far-UV continuum. We find, on the other hand, that there is at least some difference between nebular and continuum reddening. Using the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve, we find E(B − V ) neb = 2.10E(B − V ) SED on average, a discrepancy that is similar to the translation between E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) cont proposed by Calzetti et al. (2000) for local galaxies. Locally, the discrepancy between nebular and continuum color excess is usually attributed to increased dust covering fractions surrounding H ii regions; i.e., the youngest stars remain in undissipated parent birth clouds (Calzetti et al. 1994; Charlot & Fall 2000) . However, this picture does not explain the significant fraction of galaxies in the KBSS sample for which E(B −V ) SED > E(B − V ) neb . It may be the case that E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) SED are probing entirely different dust distributions; whereas E(B − V ) neb solely traces H ii regions, E(B − V ) SED traces a more uniform component obscuring the entire galaxy.
Additionally, scatter in the relationship between E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) cont may be due to variations in the dust attenuation curve from galaxy to galaxy. It is unlikely that the same attenuation curve applies to every galaxy in our sample, or even every galaxy in a bin of some observed quantity. Indeed, theoretical work has suggested that observed variations in the IRX-β relation may be due to variations in the dust attenuation curve due to differences in grain composition, as well as stellar population age, dust temperature, and geometry of the dust distribution (e.g. Granato et al. 2000; Popping et al. 2017; Narayanan et al. 2017) .
However, in Section 3.5 we accounted for this uncertainty by defining a subsample of galaxies to which the SMC curve applies. Figure 11 compares E(B − V ) neb to E(B − V ) SED , where the SMC curve has been applied to the "SMC subsample" described in Section 3.5, and the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve has been applied to the remainder of the sample. Figure 11 shows that even when differences in attenuation curve across the sample have been accounted for, the same general trend between E(B − V ) neb and E(B − V ) SED applies: there is an excess of attenuation towards nebular regions, but with large scatter. The scatter in this relationship is most likely due to observational scatter in BD and thus E(B − V ) neb - Figures 12 and 13 show that while E(B − V ) SED is strongly correlated with both 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 and M * , the relationships of both of these quantities with E(B − V ) neb are essentially entirely noise. The most sensible way to proceed may in fact be to use Equation 10 to convert E(B − V ) SED to a nebular dust correction.
9.2. Correlations with gas-phase metallicity and stellar mass Figure 12 shows that local galaxies have a higher gasphase metallicity (and/or lower excitation) at the same E(B − V ) neb than high-redshift galaxies. This is consistent with the well-studied offset in the mass-metallicity relation (MZR; Tremonti et al. 2004; Erb et al. 2006a; Mannucci et al. 2010; Zahid et al. 2011; Steidel et al. 2014 ) at high redshift, such that high-redshift galaxies have lower metallicity at fixed M * . A number of studies (e.g. Reddy et al. 2010; Heinis et al. 2014; Oteo et al. 2014; Alvarez-Márquez et al. 2016; Bouwens et al. 2016) have noted correlations between continuum dust obscuration and M * ; we find such a correlation for the KBSS sample as well (Figure 13 ). Other studies have found a redshift-independent relationship between nebular attenuation and stellar mass; Domínguez et al. (2013) found using stacked WFC3 grism spectra of galaxies at intermediate redshift (0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.5) that these galaxies have a similar Balmer decrement at fixed stellar mass as SDSS galaxies (within the errors). However, we find that our sample of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies has a similar distribution of BD as SDSS galaxies (albeit with large scatter), but a median M * that is 0.72 dex lower than that of z ∼ 0 SDSS galaxies. Thus, E(B − V ) neb is higher in KBSS galaxies at a fixed M * .
The presence of an offset in the dust obscuration-stellar mass relation might be expected based on the following argument. The Balmer decrement is proportional to the dust column density. The dust-to-gas ratio is expected to be proportional to gas-phase metallicity. Thus, if highredshift galaxies have lower metallicity at fixed mass, the dust-to-gas ratio must be lower in high-z galaxies than in low-z galaxies of the same M * . On the other hand, the offset in the MZR at high redshift reflects gas fractions at a given M * that increase with redshift (Erb et al. 2006b; Reddy et al. 2010 ), a conclusion supported by extensive studies of molecular gas in populations of starforming galaxies at high redshift via the proxy molecule 12 CO (e.g. Daddi et al. 2008; Tacconi et al. 2010 ). Thus, higher-redshift galaxies have larger gas columns, which overcompensates for their lower dust-to-gas ratios to pro- Figure 14 , but where the SMC curve has been applied to the 50 galaxies best fit by SMC described in Section 3 (orange), and the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve has been applied to the remainder of the sample (blue). The solid black line is an orthogonal distance regression fit to the data. SFR SED and SFR Hα are offset by a factor of 2.64 on average, or 0.42 dex. Thus, the offset between SFR SED and SFR Hα is not likely to be due to incorrect assumptions of attenuation curve.
duce a larger column of dust at fixed M * . It may also be the case that dust grain composition changes systematically with redshift. Interestingly, we found (Section 7.1) that the correlation between stellar continuum reddening E(B − V ) cont and (reddening-independent) 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 is stronger than that between nebular reddening E(B − V ) neb and 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 (Figure 12 ; Table  4 ). This may be explained if either the scatter is much larger for E(B − V ) neb , or if E(B − V ) SED is a better tracer of gas-phase abundances or excitation (or both). Several authors (e.g. Steidel et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2016; Strom et al. 2017b) have noted that at high redshift, line ratios such as O3N2 become less sensitive to gas-phase oxygen abundance and more sensitive to the overall spectral shape of the ionizing radiation field produced by massive stars. Thus, the stronger correlation between 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 and E(B − V ) SED may be induced because both quantities are closely tied to the spectral shape of the ionizing radiation field produced by the massive stars. Indeed, the BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.002 model gives a stronger correlation between 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 and E(B − V ) SED (4.2σ) than the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) Z * = 0.020 model (2.9σ); we expect the former to produce a harder ionizing radiation field due to the low metallicity and inclusion of binary stars, more consistent with observational constraints (e.g. Strom et al. 2017b ).
SFR comparisons
At first glance, Figure 14 appears to show that the combination of Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation for the stellar continuum and Cardelli et al. (1989) Galactic extinction for the nebular emission lines produces inconsistent Hα-based and SED-based SFRs for the majority of the sample. The SMC curve comes the closest to producing consistent SFRs; one might conclude from this that the steeper SMC curve is more appropriate for the majority of galaxies in our sample. However, SMC only provided a significantly better fit for 16% of the sample (Section 3.5). For the spectral synthesis fitting to the rest-UV composite spectra, SMC generally provided the worst fit.
It is clear that SMC is not the most appropriate attenuation curve for the majority of galaxies in our sample, in contrast to what has been found in other studies (e.g., Capak et al. 2015; Bouwens et al. 2016; Koprowski et al. 2016; Reddy et al. 2017) . For the 16% of the sample that is better fit by the SMC curve, applying the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve would lead to severe overestimates of the SFR. However, using the SMC curve for these galaxies and Calzetti et al. (2000) for everything else (Figure 17 ) does not significantly reduce the offset between SFR SED and SFR Hα apparent in Figure  14 , suggesting that this systematic offset is unlikely to be solely due to variations in the dust attenuation curve.
There are other assumptions implicit in Figure 17 that may be the source of the discrepancy. First, for the SED fits, the same stellar metallicity is assumed for every galaxy in the sample. If the highest-SFR galaxies were best described by a model with higher stellar metallicity, this would lower the number of Hα photons produced per unit SFR, thereby raising the inferred SFR Hα and depopulating the region of Figure 17 with high SFR SED and low SFR Hα . We do not expect this effect to be significant, though, because the BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.003 model does not alter the conversion by a large enough factor to produce SFR Hα consistent with SFR SED , and models with Z * ≥ 0.003 are strongly dis-favored when fitting the rest-UV stellar continuum. Even the BC03 (single star) model with Z * = 0.004 produces a discrepancy between SFR Hα and SFR SED .
Potentially the most important factor to consider is the higher conversion between Hα luminosity and SFR predicted by the BPASSv2.1 binary models relative to single star models, which results in lower SFR Hα . In fact, the combination of Calzetti et al. (2000) continuum reddening with the BC03 Z * = 0.020 model and the Kennicutt & Evans (2012) SFR conversion produces consistent SFR SED and SFR Hα within the errors (Figure 16) ; this is the combination of assumptions used by nearly all previous studies.
However, the BPASSv2.1 models are more consistent with observations than the Z * = 0.020 BC03 models in that they are better able to simultaneously match the rest-UV continuum, stellar and nebular lines, and restoptical nebular emission lines. Thus, we argue that the agreement between SFRs when the single-star models are used is more likely to be coincidental rather than an indication that these models are an accurate represention of the conditions at high redshift.
Furthermore, it is likely that the same Hα/SFR conversion factor does not apply to every galaxy in our sample, which could explain the large scatter in SFR Hα with respect to SFR SED . The L Hα /L UV ratio is directly proportional to the ionizing photon production efficiency ξ ion . Shivaei et al. (2017) found an intrinsic scatter of 0.28 dex in the distribution of ξ ion for galaxies in the MOSDEF survey. They conclude that variations in ξ ion cannot be solely explained by object-to-object variations in the dust attenuation curve; rather, the scatter is affected by stellar population properties such as variations in IMF and stellar metallicity. The conversion from Hα luminosity to SFR predicted by the BPASSv2.1 models is directly calculated from the model predictions for ξ ion for a given model template, but it is likely that the intrinsic ξ ion of a given galaxy varies from the model predictions. Thus, variations in ξ ion could explain the scatter in the SFR SED /SFR Hα ratio from galaxy to galaxy. However, this does not explain the systematic offset between the two SFR measures.
One potential caveat is that variations between Hα and UV-based SFRs are frequently attributed to "bursty" star formation (e.g. Weisz et al. 2012; Kauffmann 2014; Smit et al. 2016; Shivaei et al. 2016) . It is often asserted that the Hα flux traces SFR over ≈ 10 Myr timescales and the UV continuum flux traces SFR over ≈ 200 Myr timescales (Kennicutt & Evans 2012) , in which case a galaxy with a heightened Hα/UV flux ratio may have had a short burst of star formation within the last 10 Myr (Sparre et al. 2017 ). This effect could explain some of the scatter in Figure 14 , given that SFR SED is predominantly determined by the UV spectrum and its slope. However, binary stars can significantly extend the timescales over which ionizing photons are produced (Eldridge et al. 2017) , and for the galaxies in our sample, we do not expect significant fluctuations in SFR on timescales shorter than ∼ 30 Myr, the typical central dynamical timescale; note also that the SEDs and FUV spectra are well-fit by models with constant star formation histories with a typical timescale of 10 8 yr. Even in a scenario where burts were important, we might expect to see a SFR Hα /SFR SED ratio that was systematically elevated, which is not the case.
Ultimately, we caution that absolute SFR Hα measurements are uncertain due to the sensitivity of the conversion factor to parameters such as IMF, binarity, and metallicity. SED-based SFRs, while subject to large systematic uncertainties due to assumptions of attenuation curve, are at least less stochastic due to the relative independence of the non-ionizing UV luminosity on the detailed properties of the most massive stars, and thus more suitable for making comparisons across the galaxy population. However, we cannot say which of the two SFR indicators, if either, is more "correct."
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an analysis of a sample of highquality near-IR spectra of 317 galaxies at 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7 obtained as a part of KBSS-MOSFIRE (Steidel et al. 2014; Strom et al. 2017b ) in combination with complementary deep optical spectra obtained with Keck/LRIS of the same objects. We have estimated E(B − V ) neb from the Balmer decrement and continuum attenuation from SED fits to broadband photometry [E(B − V ) SED ] as well as from stellar spectral synthesis model fits to composite rest-UV spectra [E(B − V ) cont ] in bins of E(B − V ) neb , 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 , M * , SFR Hα , and SFR SED . We compared nebular and continuum estimates of dust reddening to each other and to gas-phase metallicity, M * , and SFR. Finally, we compared Hα and SED-based estimates of SFR. Our conclusions are as follows:
• E(B − V ) neb is correlated with E(B − V ) SED for individual galaxies, albeit with large scatter, and there is generally higher attenuation towards lineemitting regions. Fits of BPASSv2.1 stellar spectral synthesis models to composite rest-UV spectra in bins of E(B − V ) neb confirm that E(B − V ) cont is also correlated with E(B − V ) neb . We find that when the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve is applied to the continuum, E(B − V ) neb = 2.10E(B − V ) SED on average. When the SMC curve is applied to those galaxies for which SMC provides the best fit to the SED, and Calzetti et al. (2000) is applied to the remainder of the sample, we find that E(B − V ) neb = 2.01E(B − V ) SED , an excess that is 12% smaller than that reported by Calzetti et al. (2000) . However, this translation should be used with caution given the large scatter.
• E(B − V ) neb is correlated with gas-phase O/H measured from the O3N2 index, which is also sensitive to the massive stars ionizing the nebulae (e.g. Steidel et al. 2014 Steidel et al. , 2016 Strom et al. 2017b) . The sense of the observed correlation is that the nebular reddening increases with increasing gas-phase O/H and/or decreasing excitation in the H ii regions; the trend is similar to that observed at low redshift, but is offset by ∆log(O/H) = 0.21 dex toward lower inferred gas-phase oxygen abundance. Similarly, the relationship between E(B − V ) neb and M * is offset such that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have greater nebular reddening at a fixed stellar mass than z ∼ 0 galaxies. We interpret the behavior as a natural consequence of lower gas-phase metallicities (and thus lower dust/gas ratios) but much higher gas fractions at high redshift.
• We find that the continuum reddening measured from the far-UV spectra is more strongly correlated with the inferred ionized gas-phase O/H (measured using the dust-insensitive O3N2 index) than the nebular reddening measured from the Balmer decrement toward the same H II regions. If O3N2 primarily traces excitation (due to the ionizing stars) rather than gas-phase metallicity, and if the UV slope is also sensitive to parameters other than the integrated dust attenuation affecting the galaxy, then the strength of the correlation between 12 + log(O/H) O3N2 and E(B − V ) cont may be induced by the fact that both quantities are sensitive to the ionizing radiation field produced by the massive stars.
• The use of the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve in SED fitting in combination with the BPASSv2.1 Z * = 0.002 conversion from Hα luminosity to SFR produces inconsistent values of SFR SED and SFR Hα for all but the highest-SFR Hα galaxies. We argue that this systematic offset cannot solely be explained by variations in the dust attenuation curve across the galaxy sample. Additionally, there is large scatter in SFR Hα with respect to SFR SED , which may be due to variations in ξ ion among the galaxy population due to metallicity, binarity, and IMF. At present, it is difficult to find a combination of attenuation curve and SPS model capable of accounting for all observational constraints.
We emphasize that many of the relations between quantities involving continuum and nebular dust corrections depend sensitively on the details of the assumed continuum attenuation curve. In particular, the SMC curve predicts significantly smaller values of reddening and SFR than the "grayer" Calzetti et al. (2000) curve. We find that the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve is appropriate for the majority of our sample of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies; however, a non-negligible fraction is better fit by SMC, and for these galaxies, the application of the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve would lead to severe overestimates of reddening and SFR. Thus, care must be taken when selecting the most appropriate attenuation curve for a given galaxy at high redshift, and in general it is not a good assumption that the same attenuation curve applies to every galaxy at high redshift. Similarly, it is unlikely that the same conversion factor between Hα luminosity and SFR applies to every galaxy at high redshift due to large variations in ξ ion , and we argue that Hα-based SFRs are highly stochastic and therefore remain uncertain at high redshift.
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